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Abstract Link prediction in temporal networks whose
edges evolve over time aims at inferring new edges based on
a sequence of previous network snapshots. Network embed-
ding is an important analytical tool for temporal network link
prediction, which helps us better understand network evolu-
tion. How to encode high-dimensional and non-Euclidean
network information is a crucial problem for node embedding
in temporal networks. One of the challenges is to reveal the
spatial structure at each timestamp and the temporal property
over time. In this paper, we propose a graph wavelet neural
network (THS-GWNN) framework, base on timestamp hier-
archical sampling, for link prediction in temporal networks.
More precisely, we develop a timestamp hierarchical sam-
pling algorithm (THS) to capture spatial-temporal features,
which samples the vertices from the current timestamp to the
previous one and can well preserve the evolving behavior of
temporal networks. Next, we adopt graph wavelet neural net-
works (GWNN) to embed the vertices and long-short term
memory networks (LSTMs) for predicting new links. Exten-
sive experiments on several datasets demonstrate that THS-
GWNN can effectively predict links on temporal networks
and it outperforms the state-of-the-art models.
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1 Introduction

Link prediction for temporal networks aims to evaluate the
likelihood of the future linkage among nodes, which has sig-
nificant applications in social networks [1,29], biological net-
works [2], traffic analysis [3], etc. It is also an important an-
alytical tool for temporal networks, which helps us better un-
derstand network evolution [4]. For instance, we can predict
which links will be established in the near future to predict
new relationship in online social networks [1].

Many methods for link prediction in networks have been
proposed in the literature, including [2, 5–11, 25]. Com-
mon Neighbours (CN) [27] and Resource Allocation Index
(RA) [25] , are widely used in link prediction of static net-
works [4]. Both, however, depend on simple statistics of
networks and thus can hardly deal with the evolving net-
work structure directly. In recent years, network embedding
techniques were proposed to learn the representations of net-
works, such as DeepWalk [16], node2vec [17], SDNE [18]
and GCN [15]. These embedding methods are powerful but
cannot still analyzing the evolution of networks. The spatial
structure features and temporal evolution features of temporal
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networks are the key information for effective link prediction
in temporal networks. The spatial structure features represent
the topology relationship of the network, while the temporal
evolution features represent networks topology evolving be-
havior from the current snapshot to the previous snapshot.
For comprehend complex behaviors of temporal networks, it
is essential to use both spatial and temporal features to re-
veal the spatial structure at each timestamp and the temporal
property over time. One common approach utilizes various
topological similarities [11], which predicts future similar-
ity scores between nodes based on their past similarity score
values. However, it captures segmentary features, but can-
not capture underlying features of temporal networks. There
exist another approach, based on non-negative matrix decom-
position, is to explore networks’ topology structure [5,7–10].
However, due to sparse and large-scale in real-life networks,
methods using matrix decomposition may have high compu-
tational cost. In addition, the methods have limited ability
to extract the correlation of high dimensional features [12].
Encoding high-dimensional and non-Euclidean network in-
formation is a challenging problem for learning node repre-
sentations in temporal networks. However, the emergence
of deep learning technology brings new insights for further
research in this field. Li et al. [6] develop a DDNE model
to capture both spatial and temporal features using GRUs.
Chen et al. [24] develop an end-to-end E-LSTM-D model to
integrate a stacked LSTM into the architecture of encoder-
decoder. However, the input to these model are the adjacent
matrix of the networks, hence this also causes high com-
putational cost. tNodeEmbed [31] learns the evolution of
a temporal network’s nodes and edges over time and incor-
porates dynamics in a temporal node embedding framework,
while DCRNN [32] proposes a diffusion convolutional recur-
rent neural network to captures the spatio-temporal depen-
dencies. To achieve effective traffic prediction, STGCN [29]
replaces regular convolutional and recurrent units that inte-
grating graph convolution and gated temporal convolution
and T-GCN [30] combines with the graph convolutional net-
work (GCN) and the gated recurrent unit (GRU) to capture
spatial-temporal features. The flexible deep embedding ap-
proach (NetWalk) [23] utilises an improved random walk to
extract the topological and temporal features of the network.
More recently, DySAT [21] computes node representations
through joint self-attention along with the two dimensions of

the structural neighborhood and temporal dynamics, and dyn-
graph2vec [8] learns the temporal transitions in the network
using a deep architecture composed of dense and recurrent
layers. However, these methods are not considered combin-
ing the previous snapshot to extract spatial-temporal features
for each node of the current snapshot with weight. There-
fore, the representation ability of temporal networks is still
insufficient.

To tackle the above identified problems, we propose a
novel model named THS-GWNN for link prediction in tem-
poral networks, an overview of our THS-GWNN model is
described in Figure 1 (a: Raw input which is a temporal
network Gt; b: A spatial-temporal feature extraction layer
which extracts Γ(v, k, tSta, tEnd) of each vertex v of each net-
work snapshot; c: An embedding layer which maps each ver-
tex to its D-dimensional representation; d: A LSTM layer
which builds the model for link prediction; e: Model out-
put.). The model adopts efficient neural networks to deeply
embed spatial and temporal features, which can effectively
predict links for temporal networks. In temporal networks,
the current snapshot topology is derived from the previous
snapshot topology, so we combine the previous snapshot to
extract spatial-temporal features for each node of the current
snapshot. Inspired by this idea, we propose a timestamp hi-
erarchical sampling algorithm (THS) to capture both spatial
and temporal features of the networks, which samples neigh-
bours of a given node from the current network snapshot to
the previous snapshot. Because nodes with a fewer hops to
the current node normally have closer relations to the node
and snapshots closer to the current snapshot have closer rela-
tions to the current snapshot, we add a decaying exponential
to ensure that the fewer hops and the closer snapshots, the
more nodes are sampled. In this way, THS can better pre-
serve both spatial structure and temporal evolution features
of the networks. Besides, it is a method based on local fea-
ture extraction, which can decrease input features dimension
and improve efficiency. We then adopt graph wavelet neural
networks (GWNN) [13] to embed the spatial-temporal fea-
tures into vectors. During the link prediction phase, we use
long short-term memory networks (LSTMs) [14] to capture
the time dependence among network snapshots.

Our major contributions in this work can be summarised
as follows.

• We propose a model THS-GWNN to perform link pre-
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Fig. 1 Overview of the framework THS-GWNN.

diction in temporal networks. The model adopts a
graph wavelet neural network (GWNN) to deeply em-
bed nodes, which can better capture the nonlinear fea-
tures of temporal networks.

• We propose a timestamp hierarchical sampling algo-
rithm (THS) for both spatial and temporal feature ex-
traction, which can effectively capture the evolving be-
havior of temporal networks. It samples neighbors for
the current node v from the current snapshot’ K-hop
neighbours to the previous snapshots’ K-hop neigh-
bours, which can hierarchically extract both spatial and
temporal features for the nodes. It also incorporates a
decaying exponential to assign the more sampled nodes
to the fewer hops and the closer snapshots, which can
better preserve the evolving behavior of temporal net-
works.

• Experiments on four real-world datasets (i.e., Facebook
friendships, Hep-Ph, Digg and Facebook wall posts)
demonstrate that our THS-GWNN outperforms a few
state-of-the-art baseline models.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
summarises several related works. We formulate the prob-
lem and summarise the notations in Section 3. Sections 4
presents in detail our proposed framework THS-GWNN for
link prediction in temporal networks. Section 5 discuss the
experimental results, and we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In this section, we briefly summarise related work for link
prediction in temporal networks. A recent survey [4] indi-
cates that link prediction in static networks has been exten-
sively studied. Due to the fact that networks are continually
evolving with time in the real world, so it is necessary to
study link prediction in temporal networks. One common ap-
proach utilizes various topological similarities, such as com-

mon neighbors [11], T-Flow [26], HPLP [20] etc. The [11]
define a time series model to predict future similarity scores
value between nodes. T-Flow [26] consider link activeness
to computes information flow between nodes. HPLP [20]
combines various topological information (node degree and
common link predictors) into a bagged random forests classi-
fication framework to supervised predict link. However, these
methods capture segmentary features, and cannot capture the
underlying features of temporal networks. There exists an-
other approach based on matrix decomposition to explore the
spatial topology of the networks [7–9]. The main idea of the
method is that the closer two nodes of current snapshot are,
the more likely they are to form a link in the near future snap-
shot. However, real-life networks are often evolving, meth-
ods considering only spatial information may have inefficient
performance for predicting link. There exist a few other
methods focusing on both spatial and temporal evolution fea-
tures, such as SETP [5], LIST [10]. The SETP [5] constructs
a sequence of higher-order proximity matrices to capture the
implicit relationships among nodes, while the LIST [10] de-
fines the network dynamics as a function of time, which inte-
grates the spatial topology of networks at each timestamp and
the temporal network evolution. Because they are still based
on matrix decomposition, both of them have limited ability to
extract the correlation of high dimensional features.

In recent years, a network embedding approach based on
neural networks has gained a lot of popularity [16], and
it aims to map nonlinearly each node of the network into
a low-dimensional space. This approach has proved to be
very effective in temporal networks for link prediction [6].
Many different network embedding methods using neural
networks have been proposed, including DeepWalk [16],
node2vec [17], and SDNE [18]. However, these methods
focused on representation learning for static networks and
cannot obtain temporal features of temporal networks. The
above discussed models principally focus on shallow mod-
els with limited ability to extract nonlinear features. Thus,
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it is necessary to extend neural network-based methods for
aggregating both spatial and temporal feathers using deep
model for link prediction. Li et al. [6] develop a link pre-
diction model capturing both spatial and temporal features
using GRUs inspired by the machine translation problem of
encoder-decoders methods [19]. Chen et al. [24] develop an
end-to-end E-LSTM-D model to integrate a stacked LSTM
into the architecture of encoder-decoder. It imposes more
penalty to exist links in the objective to cope with the prob-
lem of sparsity. However, the input to these model is the adja-
cent matrix of the networks, hence it has high computational
cost. The T-GCN [30] combines with the graph convolutional
network (GCN) to capture spatial dependence and the gated
recurrent unit (GRU) to capture temporal dependence. tN-
odeEmbed [31] presents a joint loss function that creates a
temporal embedding of a node by learning to combine its
historical temporal embeddings to learns the evolution of a
temporal network’s nodes and edges over time. DCRNN [32]
adopts the encoder-decoder architecture, which uses a bidi-
rectional graph random walk to model spatial dependency
and recurrent neural network to capture the temporal depen-
dencies. STGCN [29] integrates graph convolution and gated
temporal convolution through Spatio-temporal convolutional
blocks to capture spatio-temporal features. The DySAT
model [21] stacks temporal attention layers on top of struc-
tural attention layers to learn node representations, which
computes node representations through joint self-attention
along with the two dimensions of the structural neighbor-
hood and temporal dynamics, while dyngraph2vec [8] learns
the temporal transitions in the network using a deep archi-
tecture composed of dense and recurrent layers, which learns
the structure of evolution in dynamic graphs and can predict
unseen links. NetWalk [23] is an flexible deep embedding
approach, and it uses an improved random walk to extract the
topological and temporal features of the network. The ap-
proach can update the network representation dynamically as
the network evolves by clique embedding. However, these
methods are not considered combining the previous snapshot
to extract spatial-temporal features for each node of the cur-
rent snapshot with weight, where (1) nodes with smaller hops
from the current node contribute more to the current node for
spatial features and (2) snapshots closer to the current snap-
shot contribute more to the current snapshot for temporal fea-
tures. Therefore, the representation ability of these methods

for temporal networks is still insufficient.

3 Problem Definition

In this section, we introduce some definitions and formally
present our research problem in this paper.

Definition 1 [Network] A network can be represented
graphically: G = 〈V, E〉, where V = {v1, . . . , vn} represents
a set of nodes, and n is the number of nodes, and E ⊆ V × V
represents a set of links (edges) among nodes.

Definition 2 [Temporal network] We follow the temporal
network settings in [6] that the set of nodes is fixed, while
the edges Et can evolve over time. Hence, a temporal net-
work is defined as Gt = 〈V, Et〉, which represents a network
G = 〈V, E〉 evolving over time and generates a sequence of
snapshots {G1, . . . ,GT }, where t ∈ {1, . . . ,T } represents the
timestamps.

Definition 3 [Node K-hop neighbours] Let Gt = 〈V, Et〉

be a temporal network. For a node v in timestamp
t, its K-hop neighbours can be defined as the set
N t(v,K) =

⋃k=K
k=1 {R

k(v, At
k)}, which contains some of

the the neighbours of v with K hops in the timestamp t. The
value k represents the hop, and Rk(v, At

k) represents the set
of randomly sampled neighbors of v in hop k in timestamp t
and At

k represents the number of neighbors sampled of v in
hop k in timestamp t and |Rk(v, At

k)| ≤ At
k, where |Rk(v, At

k)|
represents the number of neighbors sampled of Rk(v, At

k).
We set Ât

k−1 = γAt
k and Â1

t−1 = γAt
1 (t>1), where γ is

a decaying exponential between 0 and 1 and Â represents
rounding up A.

Definition 4 Let Gt = 〈V, Et〉 be a temporal network.
For a node v, its all K-hop neighbours from time tSta up to
time tEnd (i.e., tSta ≤ tEnd) are defined as Γ(v,K, tSta, tEnd) =⋃tEnd

t=tSta
{N t(v,K)}, where t represents the timestamps, and K

represents the number of the hops, and N t(v,K) is a set
of K-hop neighbours of v in a network snapshot Gt where
t ∈ {tSta, . . . , tEnd}.

Suppose we set A1
2 = 100, k = 3, γ = 0.8, tSta=1 and

tEnd=2. According to Definitions 3 and 4, A2
2 = Â2

2 = 0.8 ∗
A1

2 = 80, A3
2 = Â3

2 = 0.8 ∗ A2
2 = 64, A1

1 = Â1
1 = 0.8 ∗ A1

2 = 80,
A2

1 = Â2
1 = 0.8 ∗ A1

1 = 64 and A3
1 = Â3

1 = 0.8 ∗ A2
1 = 51.

For a node v of timestamp tEnd, it represents that we sample
the number of neighbors with 1-hop less than 100 and 2-hop
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less than 80 and 3-hop less than 64 in current snapshots and
1-hop less than 80 and 2-hop less than 64 and 3-hop less than
51 in previous snapshots.

Link prediction for temporal networks. For a temporal net-
work Gt that generates a sequence of snapshots {G1, . . . ,GT },
we respectively use to adjacency matrix {A1, . . . , AT } to de-
scribe its static topological structure. For the At (t represents
timestamp), it is a 2-D array that stores the vertex relation-
ships. The element in the At can be represented as ai j, where
i and j represent rows and columns of the 2-D array, respec-
tively. If ai j = 0, there is no edge between vertex i and j,
otherwise, there is an edge. Temporal link prediction aims
at predicting the adjacency matrix AT+1 at timestamp T + 1
according to the previously adjacency matrix {A1, . . . , AT }.

4 THS-GWNN

In this section, we introduce our model, THS-GWNN, for
temporal network link prediction, which is shown in Figure 1.
In our model, we first propose a timestamp hierarchical sam-
pling (THS) algorithm to extract spatial-temporal features.
The extracted spatial-temporal features are then fed into a
Graph Wavelet Neural Network (GWNN) for network em-
bedding . Finally, LSTMs are adapted to predict new links.

4.1 Spatial-temporal feature extraction

For a given temporal network Gt = 〈V, Et〉, the classical
methods of sampling neighbor node use DeepWalk [16] and
node2vec [17], which only capture spatial structure features
and ignore temporal evolution features. Instead, we propose
the THS algorithm to sampling Γ(v,K, tSta, tEnd) for each node
v. It samples neighbours for the current node v from the
current snapshot’ K-hop neighbours to the previous snap-
shots’ K-hop neighbours, in this way THS can extract both
spatial and temporal features for each node. Because nodes
with smaller hops from the current node and snapshots with
closer snapshot from the current snapshot potentially con-
tribute more to the current node, we add a decaying expo-
nential γ to ensure that the fewer hops and closer snapshots,
the more nodes are sampled (see its details in Definition 3
and Definition 4).

The THS Algorithm has four input parameters: A1
t : the

number of sampled neighbors of v in 1-hop at timestamp t, K:

Fig. 2 The THS algorithm: an illustrative example

the number of hops defining the neighbours of distance from
one to at most K to a given node v, L: a window size defining
how many previous network snapshots are taken into account
when sampling v’s neighbours and γ: the decaying exponen-
tial defining the fewer hops of the current snapshot to have
more sampled nodes. We define X[i] to represent the sampled
neighbours for all nodes in the network at timestamp i, where
X[i] with i ∈ {1, . . . ,T }. The THS extracts spatial-temporal
features from L snapshots to better simulate the evolutionary
behavior of the temporal network. If the number of the pre-
vious snapshots is greater than N, sampling neighbour nodes
is performed between i− L + 1 and i snapshots. Otherwise, it
is only sampled from the very first snapshot 1 to the current
snapshot i.

As shown in Figure 2, there are 9 nodes in the temporal
network, and we extract features with the previous 2 snap-
shots for the node 1 in the current snapshot Gt. The orange
nodes are the 1-hop neighbor of node 1, and the green nodes
is the 2-hop neighbor of node 1. If we set A1

t =4, K=2, L=2
and γ=0.8, then for the snapshot Gt the number of 1-hop sam-
pled nodes A1

t is 4 and the number of 2-hop sampled nodes A2
t

is 3. Hence, the multi-set of sampled nodes is {2,4,7,8,3,5,9}.
For the snapshot Gt−1, the number of 1-hop sampled nodes
A1

t−1 is 3 and the number of 2-hop sampled nodes A2
t−1 is 2.

the multi-set of sampled nodes is {3,5,7,8,4,9}, and for the
snapshot Gt−2, the number of 1-hop sampled nodes A1

t−2 is 2
and the number of 2-hop sampled nodes A2

t−2 is 2, the multi-
set of sampled nodes is {2,5,3,4}. Then we combine the pre-
vious 2 snapshots sampled nodes as the final features for the
node 1 of the snapshot Gt: {2,4,7,8,3,5,9,3,5,7,8,4,9,2,5,3,4}.

4.2 Neural network model

Our neural network model consists of the embedding layer
and the LSTM layer as described in Figure 1.
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4.2.1 Embedding layer

Network embedding [16] aims to map the network spatial-
temporal properties into a low-dimensional matrix X ∈

RD×|V |, where each column represents the representation of
a node in the network. In the model, we adopt Graph Wavelet
Neural Network (GWNN) to map nonlinearly a node v to its
D−dimensional representation xv ∈ RD. The GWNN lever-
ages, base on graph convolution neural network architec-
ture, wavelet transformer instead of the Fourier transformer
of GCN. It does not require the eigendecomposition of the
Laplacian matrix and thus is more efficient than traditional
Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [15]. (see [13] for the
time complexity analysis of the GWNN).

The GWNN was originally applied to static networks, and
we design a m-layer GWNN for each snapshot for unsuper-
vised node learning for temporal networks embedding. For
the m-th layer GWNN, the input to each GWNN layer is a
node feature matrix, X1, with dimensions n × p and the out-
put tensor is Xm+1 with dimensions n × c. The formulation of
our model for each snapshot is (the framework of GWNN is
described in Figure 3)

X2
[:, j] = ReLU(ψs

p∑
i=1

F1
i, jψ
−1X1

[:,i]) j = 1, . . . , q (1)

...

Xm+1
[:,k] = ReLU(ψs

q∑
i=1

Fm
i, jψ
−1Xm

[:,i]) k = 1, . . . , c (2)

where X1
[:,i] with the dimensions n × 1 is the i-th column of

X1, ReLU is a non-linear activation function, ψs is wavelet
bases, ψ−1 is the graph wavelet transform matrix at scale s
which projects signal in vertex domain into spectral domain,
Fn

i, j is a diagonal filter matrix learned in spectral domain in
layer n [13], c is the embed dimension of each node, Xm+1 of
dimensions n × c is the embedding matrix of networks. We
define the following loss function for each snapshot embed-
ding to train the model:

Loss =
1
n

n∑
i=1

(Xm+1
[:,i] − Average(Ad j(Xm+1

[:,i] )))2 (3)

where n is the number of nodes, and Xm+1
[:,i] represents the vec-

tor representation of the node i in layer m + 1,and Ad j(Xm+1
[:,i] )

obtains neighborhood node representation of i. Average
means an average processing operation.

Fig. 3 GWNN model for each network snapshot embedding: The model
input is X1, and the output is Xm+1, where X1

[:,i] and Xm+1
[:,i] are the i-th column

of X1 and Xm+1 respectively (with the dimension n × 1); we train the model
and update the parameters through Formula 3.

4.2.2 LSTM layer

LSTMs [14] is an improved Recurrent Neural Network
(RNNs). In order to solve the problem that RNNs cannot
deal with long-distance dependence, LSTMs were proposed
with forgetting units, which is designed to give the memory
cells to determine when to forget information. The LSTM
functions defined below:

ft = σ(W f · [ht−1, xt] + b f )

it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi)

C̃t = tanh(WC · [ht−1, xt] + bC)

Ct = ft ∗Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t

ot = σ(Wo · [ht−1, xt] + bo)

ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct)

(4)

For the LSTM, the computational process can be treated as a
black box. The current xt, previous hidden state ht−1 and cell
state Ct−1 are fed into LSTM, and they merge three inputs and
compute the current hidden state ht and new cell state Ct. This
mechanism can effectively preserve historical information for
each node.

In this paper, we adopt LSTM to predict new links. The
input of the model is {Z1, . . . ,ZT }, where each Zt with t ∈
{1, . . . ,T } represents the output of the GWNN at the t time
snapshot. We start with using {Z1, . . . ,ZT−1} as the training
sample and use ZT for labelling. The model output is ẐT and
an overview of our LSTM Training framework is described in
Figure 4. We use square loss function as objective function
to train model 5. After training, we shift the window one step
towards the future to obtain the vector representation of each
node for last snapshot. Then we train a downstream support
vector machine classifier to evaluate link prediction.
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Fig. 4 Training framework for LSTM

Loss = (ẐT − ZT )2 (5)

5 Experiments

In this section, we introduce the datasets and baseline models,
which use to validate the THS-GWNN’s effectiveness in link
prediction of temporal networks.

5.1 Datasets

We select four social temporal networks in the KONECT
project 1), which is two undirected temporal networks (Face-
book friendships and Hep-Ph) and two directed networks
(Digg and Facebook wall posts). Their statistic properties
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 The statistics for the datasets.
Network #Nodes #Links Clustering

coefficient
Format

Facebook
friendships

63,731 817,035 14.8% undirected

Hep-Ph 28,093 4,596,803 28.0% undirected
Digg 30,398 87,627 0.56% directed
Facebook
wall posts

46,952 876,993 8.51% directed

• The Facebook friendships dataset contains friendship
data of Facebook users. The nodes represent users and
edges are friendship between two users. The dataset is
not complete and contains a very small subset of the to-
tal Facebook friendship network. We divide it by year
and denote them as F1 to F5 for our experiments.

• The arXiv hep-ph dataset is the collaboration network
of authors of scientific papers. The nodes represent au-
thors and edges represent common publications. Times-

1)http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/

tamps represent the date of a publication. The dataset
contains 10 years (1991 - 2002) of data. We select 5
years (1995 - 1999) and denote them as A1 to A5 and
each snapshot contains a one-year network structure for
our experiment.

• The Digg dataset is the reply network of the social news
website Digg. The nodes represent users, and edges rep-
resent a user replied to another user. The dataset con-
tains sixteen-days records, and we divide it by day. We
evenly merged it into five snapshots by day and denote
it as D1 to D5.

• The Facebook wall posts dataset is a small subset of
posts to other user’s wall on Facebook. The nodes rep-
resent Facebook users, and each edge is one post. The
dataset contains 6 years (2004 - 2009) of data. For our
experiment, we combined 2004 and 2005 data into one
network snapshot and defined it as W1. The rest of the
data is defined as W2 to W5 by year and each snapshot
contains a one-year network structure.

For our experiments on the above datasets, the last snap-
shot was used as ground-truth of network inference and the
other snapshots was used to train the model.

5.2 Evaluation metric and baseline models

In our paper, we adopt the area under the receiver operating
curve (AUC) [22] to evaluate the performance of different
methods. The AUC relates to the sensitivity (true positive
rate) and the specificity (true negative rate) of a classifier.
This metric is strictly bounded between 0 and 1. The larger
the AUC is, the better the model performs. We compare THS-
GWNN with the following three baseline models.

• STEP [5]: STEP considers both spatial and temporal
feathers at the same time, which utilises a joint matrix
factorisation algorithm to simultaneously learn the spa-

http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/
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tial and temporal constraints to model network evolu-
tion.

• T-GCN [30]: T-GCN combines with the graph convo-
lutional network (GCN) to capture spatial dependence
and the gated recurrent unit (GRU) to capture temporal
dependence.

• NetWalk [23]: NetWalk model updates the network
representation dynamically as the network evolves by
clique embedding, it focuses on anomaly detection and
we adopt its representation vector for link prediction.

Parameter settings. In the last snapshot, the connected links
are often very sparse. Hence, we randomly generate the num-
ber of non-linked edges smaller than twice linked edges to
ensure data balance in the evaluation process [7]. For the di-
mension of the embedded vector, we set the Hep-Ph (28,093
nodes) and the Digg (30,398 nodes) are 256 dimensions and
the Facebook wall posts dataset (46,952 nodes) and Facebook
friendships (63,731 nodes) are 512 dimensions. If we in-
crease or decrease the dimensions, the performance remains
the same or even becomes worse. For different datasets, the
parameters for baselines are tuned to be optimal. The BCGD
method is only for undirected networks. For the directed net-
works, we transfer the adjacency matrix of directed networks
to undirected networks by (AT + A)/2 [5]. Other settings in-
clude: the learning rate of the model is set as 0.0001; the
number of hops K is set as 3; the temporal window L is set
as 3; the m for layers of the GWNN is set as 5; the number of
neighbors sampled in layer 1: A1

t is set as 500. the decaying
exponential γ is set as 0.8. For the result of our experiment,
we carried out five times independently and reported the av-
erage AUC values for each dataset.

5.3 Experimental results

For experiments, we compare the performance of three base-
lines on four temporal networks for link prediction. We first
embed each vertex into a vector at each snapshot. For each
dataset, we divide by timestamp, and the last snapshot was
used as ground-truth of network inference, and the previous
snapshots are used to train the THS-GWNN model. After
training, we shift the window one step towards the future to
obtain the vector representation of each node for last snap-
shot. Last, we use the obtained representations to predict the
network structure.

Table 2 Prediction results for the four datasets (AUC value).

Model Hep-Ph Digg Facebook
wall posts

Facebook
friendships

STEP 0.61 0.74 0.76 0.57
NetWalk 0.69 0.71 0.74 0.70
T-GCN 0.70 0.75 0.72 0.71

THS-GWNN 0.74 0.82 0.78 0.73

Table 2 compares AUCs over the four datasets. Compared
with the baselines, our method, THS-GWNN, achieves the
best performance. THS-GWNN adopts the THS algorithm
to sampling Γ(v,K, tSta, tEnd) for each node v, which can bet-
ter capture both spatial and temporal features for each node.
It incorporates a decaying exponential γ to assign the more
sampled nodes to the fewer hops and the closer snapshots,
which can better preserve the evolving behavior of temporal
networks. THS-GWNN also adopts GWNN to embed node
spatial-temporal features, this can better capture the nonlin-
ear network attributes due to it is a deep model [6]. As such,
it has advantages over the above baseline models.

5.4 Ablation study

We conducted an ablation study on the arXiv hep-ph dataset
and the Digg dataset in this section. (1) We replaced the
GWNN unit with the GCN [15] (THS-GCN) unit to verify
the performance of the THS-GWNN model. The experimen-
tal results show the average AUC value of THS-GWNN is
3% higher than THS-GCN on the Digg dataset, 2% higher
than THS-GCN on the arXiv hep-ph dataset. (2) We replaced
the THS sampling algorithm with the PinSage [28] sam-
pling strategy (PinSage-GWNN) to verify the performance
of the THS-GWNN model. The sampling strategy uses short
random walks to sample k-hop neighbor nodes as features.
The experimental results show the average AUC value of
THS-GWNN is 5% higher than PinSage-GWNN on the Digg
dataset, 4% higher than PinSage-GWNN on the arXiv hep-ph
dataset. The reason may be that the PinSage sampling strat-
egy only extracts the spatial features of the network rather
than the temporal features of the network.

5.5 Parameter sensitivity analysis

We conduct parameter sensitivity analysis in this section, and
the results are shown in Figure 5. Specifically, we estimate
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Fig. 5 Experiments on parameters sensitivity. (a) THS-GWNN’s perfor-
mance on four datasets when increasing K. (b) THS-GWNN’s performance
on the Digg dataset when increasing L.

how different the number of layers K and the temporal win-
dow L can affect the link prediction results.

• The number of layers K. We vary the layer of each snap-
shot from 1 to 5 to verify the validity of this parameter.
When this parameter is verified, other parameters are set
with their default values. As can be seen from the Fig-
ure 5a, the performance continues to increase as K in-
creases from 1 to 3. The reason might be that the more
K-hop neighbours the current node has, the more it can
represent the current node. The best result is obtained at
K = 3, after which the performance decreases slightly or
remains unchanged as K continues to increase. The rea-
son might be that the further away from the current node,
the less information there is about the current node.

• Temporal window size L. Since the Digg dataset con-
tains sixteen-days records, it will generates 16 snapshots

if we split it by day. It has more snapshots than other
datasets, so we select the Digg dataset to conduct sensi-
tivity analysis for the parameter L. We vary the window
size from 1 to 7 to verify the validity of this parame-
ter. When this parameter is verified, other parameters
are set with their default values. As can be seen from
the Figure 5b, the performance continues to increase as
L increases from 1 to 3. The reason might be that the
closer snapshot is to the current snapshot, the more in-
formation about the current snapshot. The best results
is obtained when L = 3, after which the accuracy no
longer increases, when L continuously increases.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an effective framework, THS-
GWNN, for link prediction in temporal networks, which cap-
tures both spatial and temporal evolution features of the net-
works. In particular, we proposed the THS algorithm to ex-
tract both spatial and temporal features in each snapshot to
model network evolution. It incorporates a decaying expo-
nential γ to assign the more sampled nodes to the fewer hops
and the closer snaphsots, which can better preserve the evolv-
ing behavior of temporal networks. We then adopt graph
wavelet neural networks to embed the spatial-temporal fea-
tures into vectors, which can better capture the nonlinear net-
work attributes. During the link prediction phase, we use long
short term memory networks to capture the time dependence
among network snapshots. Experiments demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our THS-GWNN model and it achieves signif-
icant gains than the baselines models.

Our future work will study merging centrality (e.g., degree
centrality) and topology information to improve the feature
sampling strategy for temporal networks and study the trans-
ferability of our model on various tasks. In addition, we also
study how to aggregate other types of features [33] and pay
more attention to time and space complexity by conducting
more comprehensive experiments.
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